
We’ve got your back and 
your bookings 24/7/365

Are you working with passionate partners?

Do you have smart travel technology 
without the emotional baggage?

Are you getting the best value possible?

1. Am I able to contact one dedicated expert for all my 
travel needs instead of dealing with different people 
every time?

2. Do I have a dedicated travel partner who knows our 
business and travellers inside and out?

3. Can I rest easy, knowing that me and my travellers 
have a reliable 24/7 support team to handle any 
travel situation, anywhere, anytime?

4. Are we currently boosting productivity and savings 
with easy deals and solutions for complex travel 
itineraries?

5. Can I count on someone to support the needs of 

our travellers and our business with their   
commitment the best outcomes on every booking?

1. Do I have access to a reliable, user-friendly 
platform for seamless booking, reporting,  
and expensing, all in one place? 

2. Do we have a tailored travel tech stack instead 
of a clunky “one-size-fits-all” setup?

3. Do we have straightforward approval  
features to cut out the constant back-and-
forth for booking approvals, invoices, and 
traveller needs?

4. Can we swiftly care for our travellers  
worldwide with alert-based technology  
and location-finding tools?

5. Can our travellers easily access an on-the-go 
app for managing itineraries, expenses, and 
contacting a travel manager?

1. Do we have the options to choose from a huge 
range of air, hotel and transfer providers for   
competitive rates without compromised value?

2. Can we easily review our travel spend and activity 
to identify missed savings opportunities?

3. Do we have savvy travel experts who score us 
reduced rates, fee waivers, airfare rebates, and 
exclusive perks?

4. Are we getting value for areas beyond the booking 
service like complimentary breakfast, free Wi-Fi 
and late checkouts?

5. Can we negotiate greater value with travel   
providers as our travel program grows?

If you say no to any one of these, you’re losing precious time and money. 

The ultimate cheat sheet for Travel Bookers:

Say goodbye to the hassle of subpar travel management solutions and hello to Corporate Traveller. 

We're your 24/7 partners, dedicated to smoothing every bump in your travel journey. From bookings to budgets, 
we're here for you and your team, ensuring a seamless journey home and away. 

Choose Corporate Traveller for business travel that’s all heart, no hassle. 
Talk to our team

https://www.corporatetraveller.com.au/get-started

